VIEWPOINT
Insights into critical issues of plant equipment maintenance and reliability management

JUST WHAT IS WORLD CLASS MAINTENANCE?
We often freely brandish the term
The higher the return (RONA), the
“world class” around without a true
better the profit margin performance
comprehension as to what it really
for the company. In other words, we
means. In my opinion, world class
return greater margins when we can
maintenance organizations are those
produce more with less. This is simthat consistently demonstrate indusilar to increasing inventory turn
try best practices and produce bottomrates so we become more efficient
line results as well. The
with smaller amounts of
later part of that statement,
inventory.
“produce bottom-line
ROCE is a ratio that
results,” is what separates
indicates the efficiency
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out paying through the
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been recognized as world TBR Strategies LLC, capital is being utilized to
class amongst its peers.
has spent over 32 generate revenue, should
Closer examination years in the field of always be higher than the
showed that this com- maintenance, engi- rate at which the company’s maintenance costs neering, and reliability. pany can borrow addiwere high as compared to He has helped several tional capital.
the estimated replacement companies improve
If we understand that
value (ERV) of the assets their maintenance our mission in maintebeing maintained. On top organization and nance is to ensure maxiof this, the organization maintenance perfor- mum capacity, we also
had a large amount of mance to award-win- should be aware that it is
ensuring the right mix of
spare or redundant equip- ning levels.
assets to do the job. In
ment which increased
other words, it is not
uptime but lowered the
enough to ensure availreturn from its assets. I
ability, we also should be looking at
stopped sending clients to this locautilization and returns from each
tion because it was not encouraging
asset. The problem is that we often
cost reduction through efficiency
look at groups of equipment and
gains.
rarely focus on individual equipment
One of the advantages of tracking
profit and loss.
financial ratios such as RONA (return
For example, perhaps we have sevon net assets) and ROCE (return on
eral of the same type of equipment,
capital employed) is that it begins to
say, 15 rubber-tire backhoes used in
show how efficient we are with genour construction business. Now, when
erating returns from our asset pool.
we examine the asset utilization of the
RONA is a measure of financial
group, we notice that it is 51 percent.
performance expressed as RONA =
However, when we examine the asset
net income ÷ (fixed assets + net workutilization for each one, we can see
ing capital).
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that there is a range from 10 to 85 percent. We further find that three are primarily used for stand-by (10 percent)
while four are worked very hard (85
percent). Now, if we sell the bottom
three and focus on improving the utilization and coordination of the
remaining 12, or renting the three
when needed, we can produce the
same level of output or more with
fewer units.
By lessening the amount of equipment we also lower the overhead to
support that equipment. Our ownership cost per unit goes down while
our returns per asset go up.
The problem I found is that few
companies are actually looking at the
bottom line of each piece of equipment. We assume that if we are spending more money on preventive maintenance and condition monitoring, we
are doing an good job in reducing
costs to the organization. But annual
maintenance costs seem to escalate
unless management constantly
reviews buy-sell-lease options and
measures the costs and returns of all
assets.
Part of the answer lies with doing
good maintenance but the remainder
of the answer lies with the efficient
examination of profit and loss by
equipment piece. Ultimately, we
should ask “just how much does this
equipment return to our organization
and is that the best we can do?”
Most companies see maintenance
as merely the function or activities
that service and keep the equipment
functional.
Maintenance can be seen as more
than a necessary evil when it talks the
financial language of those who make
the final decisions about the fate of
maintenance. We then move from
simply maintaining assets to managing those assets.—Preston Ingalls, email pingalls@tbr-strategies.com
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